The Dewey Decimal System is a way to keep items in order by subject. It helps you find what you are looking for! In this system, books are numbered, from 000 to 999, and every topic has a number. The more specific the topic, the more specific the number. For example, you can find nonfiction books about **weather** in the **551.5**s.
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Editor’s page

Dear Readers,

Happy New Year! Do you have any New Year’s resolutions? A resolution that is easy to keep is to read interesting books! Need help finding an interesting book? Ask library staff. They love to help kids find good books. Like this one!

Love,
The Editor

What’s new?

Do you love action and adventure? Check out the I Survived series!

What’s new?

I Survived the Great Alaska Earthquake, 1964
By Lauren Tarshis
J CHAPTER TARSHIS

Sometimes a bear’s reach exceeds its grasp. But you gotta reach!

Well, do you?

Does Bigfoot really want to be famous? Do you?

The Red Fruit
By Lee Gee Eun
J PICTURE EUN

There’s no snow place like the mountains in winter!

Free films at the Central Library

In January! Free parking, too!

Free films at the Central Library

Upcoming Family Friendly Cinema

@ P.M. in the Central Library Film Vault (unless there is a special event). Most Saturday movies are family-friendly. Most Saturday movies, please call the Vault on 816.701.3455 or check online at kclibrary.org/calendar.

2/13 X

1/13 The Dark Crystal (1982, PG)

1/11 The Adventures of TinTin (2011, PG)

Note: Starting in January, there will be a free movie every day at 2 p.m. in the Vault Theater (unless there is a family special event). Most Saturday movies are family-friendly. Most Saturday movies, please call the Vault on 816.701.3455 or check online at kclibrary.org/calendar.

Family Friendly Cinema

1/6 The Weathering of Skeletons (1986, M)

1/6 The Door in the Corn (1982, PG)
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